These Are The Avengers Level 1 Reader (World Of Reading)
The Marvel Heroes of Reading line of early readers is designed to offer reluctant readers, specifically boys, books that they will want to read by featuring characters they love. The series is broken into three levels that invoke the rigorous training courses their favorite Marvel heroes must engage in to perfect their super powers. In reading this series, boys will prefect their own power to read. Meet the Mighty Avengers introduces readers ages 4-6 to the world of Marvel’s popular Super HeroTeam that includes Iron Man, Captain America, Thor and the Hulk!
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My son is 5yrs old and hates to read books that he doesnt like! He is very much into super heros and loves these books! They do have a few difficult words but he seems to sound them out and keep reading! They keep him interested and he can read them over and over! GREAT Action Hero BOOKS FOR SURE

I got this book to read on my kindle fire with my 4 year old son and even though the price was good, I'm disappointed. You can only read it in the horizontal position, not vertically. And some of the words are cut off at the bottom of the page. When reading it to my son, I had to make up my own
words to finish some of the sentences. No big deal but I was downloading it in the hopes of using it as part of our collection of books to use when teaching our son to read. This would be very confusing for a kid: "Thor has a hammer. He uses it to". Also, some of the words are printed in black and they overlay pictures containing black parts making the words impossible to read. Probably fine as a hard copy. For these reasons, I do not recommend the kindle version. Although, the kindle version seems to display properly on the iPad kindle app.

I bought this for my 5yr old in kindergarten who is learning to read. Although its a great book I think some of the words are more level 2 reader. When I think of level one I think first words so shorter and easier to learn. Will definitely save this and am sure he will be ready in a couple months for it.

This is a cute book which keeps the attention of my 5 year old son. My question is: In what universe is this a "ready to read" beginning reader? I taught first and third grades for 7 years and am now an assistant principal in elementary school. This book is chalk full of low-frequency sight words, academic vocabulary, and difficult vowel and consonant digraphs and blends. It's more of a second grade reading level for sure!

My 3 year old loves anything about superheroes, so he has me read this for this over and over again. He isn't ready to read yet and can only do 3 letter blends for now. While there are some words that can be sounded out by kids learning to read, many words are sight words and other mores are more complicated blends. I wouldn't recommend this to kids just learning to read, this is recommended for parents to read to kids to get them interested in reading and for more advanced readers, maybe 7 year olds.

This was a perfect birthday present for my nephew who is obsessed with super heroes! He is just finishing kindergarten so he was able to read some of the words. Pictures are bright and colorful and kept his attention. Perfect addition to his library!

My son loves the Avengers, and had the best price I could find on this book. It's a beginning-level reader, so I don't expect fine literature. However, this book keeps my son engaged and excited about reading as it introduces each of the Avengers with brightly-colored pictures. It's been a hit at our house!
The book starts off super simple (like level 1), then it starts to really ramp up the further you read in. I like it because there are parts that my nephew does understand and as his reading improves he can understand more of it, so it’s a book and can continue to read for some time.
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